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How Digital Media is Influencing Travel



• 85% of leisure travelers use their 
smartphones while abroad

• 30% use mobile apps to book travel
• 40% of US travellers use social media while 

traveling
• 76% post vacation photos while on social 

media
• 92% say they trust recommendations and 

earned media over advertisements 

Source: Four Pillars

How Digital Media is Influencing Travel
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https://www.tnooz.com/article/impact-of-social-media-on-the-travel-industry-infographic/


• Increase the visibility of your travel brand 
online

• Inspire others to vacation with you
• Encourage travellers to share 
• Monitor and engage with the conversation 

online
• Capitalize on last minute bookings made 

online
• Be mindful of the real world impact of your 

presence online

How Travel Can Be Influenced on Digital Media
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• Iceland has skyrocket in popularity over 
the last few years largely influencing travel 
decisions based on imagery shared online. 

Over 8.1 million public photos shared on 
Instagram with #Iceland (plus the many 
more on private profiles)

“Iceland” has an organic search rating of 
368, 000 and 419 000 000 results

How Travel Can Be Influenced on Digital Media



• On August 20, 2016, China opened the world’s highest and longest glass bottom bridge, stretching 
1,000 feet over the lush Zhangjiajie Grand Canyon. Within the first few days, thousands of tourists 
swarmed the bridge, eager to capture mind-bending photos. After just 13 days, the bridge was 
forced to close due to overcrowding. 

How Travel Can Be Influenced on Digital Media
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Facebook:
How to find your place on the ever-changing 

platform



The Current State of Facebook

The Facts: Over 1.45 billion active users a day. Each active user is on the platform for roughly 3 hours daily.

The good news: The algorithm is now favoring people and brands over publishers

The bad news: What used to work no longer works

What’s Going On?  
● People’s trust in the platform, and the content they see there, has steeply declined

○ Because of this Facebook has changed, and continues to change, its algorithm

● The algorithm favors content from users’ friends above all else

○ Reaching people on the platform is harder than ever before

● The algorithm is not your only hurdle

○ Scrolling through Facebook has become a passive activity, making catching followers’ attention 

even more difficult 



Facebook: How to Make it Work For You

Not only do you have to catch people’s attention, you have to make them trust you. 

● Develop a relationship with your followers
● create “thumb-stopping” content
● how do you keep up? 
● Get on board with Facebook’s new initiatives



Facebook: What Doesn’t Work Anymore 

● Pushing out content just to push out content
○ Good content get’s surfaced, content without a purpose will quickly fail

● Telling people to engage. 
○ No more “tag a friend,” or “share for a chance to win!” 

● Clickbait headlines 
○ If a reader clicks on a piece of content, then quickly goes back to the feed 

because they didn’t get what they wanted from that content, the algorithm will 
penalize the page.  



Instagram: 
How to Become Everyone’s Favorite Travel Account 

(Without Selling Out)



The algorithm is focused on providing users with content they 
are likely to engage with

Instagram: How to Make It Work for You

What that means for brands:

• Getting a “like” isn’t good enough anymore
• The brands someone engages with are the ones that pop up in 

their feed
• Create content based on over-performing social content
• Retain audience — give them something to “save”
• Serialize your content

• Get creative, do something new; people will notice

Image Source: @erikaraeowen (Instagram)



Strategy
• Focused on regramming your audience
• Responded to comments
• Paid attention to popular destinations
• Gsve them a reason to daydream

Takeaways
• 2+ million followers gained in a two-year period
• Photo diversity and location popularity over photographer
• Consistency was your lifeline

Instagram Case Study: Travel + Leisure’s #TLPicks
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Micro Influencers

• Specialized in a specific region
• Knowledge of less-visited areas
• Open to interacting with audience
• More versatility + flexibility
• Personal connection

Instagram: Local Insiders vs. General Influencers

General Influencers

• Expensive
• Incredible quality
• Often lack specialized know-how
• Ability to speak to a larger audience
• Doesn’t always translate to gained 

business
• Less flexibility



• Give the gift of utility: users will come 
back + engage

• Keep it simple: create savable and 
digestible itinerary advice

• Capture UGC: share content from 
insiders — little-known tips will always 
grab interest

Instagram Collections: Find Your Creative Spot

Image Source: @erikaraeowen (Instagram)



• Know the brand’s focuses and follow up thoughtfully.

• Invest in an media library of unedited b-roll and images that can be used to 
create content. 

• Cater your pitches for the medium. Storytelling on social media differs from 
editorial. 

• Be flexible. 

How Can Publicists Best Work with Travel Brands?



Key Takeaways

1. Increase your online footprint to help inspire travel to your 
destination.  

2. Highlight experiences over all else. This is what people are investing 
their time and money into. 

3. Invest in the platforms that make sense for your brand.

4. Choose your influencers and partnerships wisely.



Stay Connected to PRSA

• Newsletter

• @PRSATravel

• Members-only Facebook Group:

• “PRSA Travel & Tourism Section Membership”

• PRSA Communities 

• SAVE THE DATE: Philadelphia – June 16-19, 2019




